Perf

Performance Accelerators
Power BI

Partner with Decision Inc. to
RUN better,
GROW faster and
CHANGE what you do.

Quickly go from Data to Insights to Action with Decision Inc.

Decision Inc., a global Data, Digital and Performance Intelligence
business has crafted a number of pre-built accelerators to speed up the
process of embedding analytics into our client’s businesses. Our
accelerators use Microsoft Power BI to connect to hundreds of data
sources, simplify data prep, and drive ad hoc analysis.
Performance Accelerators are pre-constructed models consisting of
prebuilt dashboards, analytics and reports for functional areas such as
Sales, HR, Finance and Procurement. Decision Inc.’s expertise in
technology and industry specialisations have enabled our consultants to
build, implement and support these models for our clients.
Now all business users can create personalised dashboards with a
unique, 360-degree view of their business. A Performance Accelerator
can be implemented in a matter of days, dramatically reducing the time
typically spent analysing visualisation requirements for speciﬁc business
areas.

What Are the Beneﬁts?

Accelerated return on investment in your analytics platform
Signiﬁcant reduction in time spent in implementing analytics
solutions
Business users gain insights to make better decisions, faster
Increased user adoption of analytics across functional roles
Drive change by giving users greater insight into their current
performance

Performance
Accelerators

Sales Accelerator

Running and managing a sales organisation eﬀectively is key to success. In
order to make better decisions to drive performance, your sales team
needs to be kept up to date with their performance. Sales analytics is not
only a visual function of performance but more importantly, by drilling
down to detail, allows your users to ﬂag outliers and spot causal factors.

Senior Executives
Our Sales Accelerator gives senior executives a strategic view on
current performance trends, so that they can focus on repeating
outstanding performance or address worrying trends. Product and
customer analysis views allow executives to determine future
performance and focus marketing and sales eﬀorts where necessary.

Sales Managers
Our Sales Accelerator gives managers a vital operational tool and
provides compelling insights into overall sales performance as well as
at a team and individual level.

Sales Team
Motivate your salesforce by illustrating how they are performing, and
enabling them to benchmark themselves against their peers. Through
analysing the customers and products they sell, sales individuals can
understand and deﬁne their action lists to better execute their sales
plan.

Sales Accelerator

Procurement Accelerator

Reduce costs and increase proﬁtability by giving your users a view of
procurement across your organisation. Enable your procurement team
and senior executives to visualise and analyse spend across your
organisation, from an overview expenditure dashboard to the ability to
drill down into transactional detail.
Take control of your procurement performance by ensuring your
planning is optimised to ensure lead times are maintained. Forecast
correctly to consistently meet customer needs.

Key Beneﬁts

Vendor analysis dashboard: Identify performance over time and
against speciﬁc contract parameters

Analyse buyer behaviour and performance

Identify spend patterns of commodities

Compare commodity unit costs across buyers and vendors

Optimise procurement spend analysis to assist the organisation in
understanding how their purchasing impacts on their procurement
scoring and performance

Procurement Accelerator

Finance Accelerator

Make better economic decisions by easily reviewing and analysing your
company's ﬁnancial performance and position.
The Financial Performance Accelerator gives the ﬁnance team access to
data in highly visual formats to enable them to evaluate risk,
performance, ﬁnancial health and the organisation's future prospects to
eﬀectively support the management decision making process.

Key Beneﬁts

A summarised ﬁnance dashboard: Monitor the ﬁnancial health of the
organisation

Detailed analysis enables you to analyse the breakdown of the income
statements, balance sheet and trial balance across the divisions and
cost centres to the journal entry transactional detail

A waterfall model allows you to visualise the movements recorded in
the income statement and helps validate assumptions about the
composition of the income statement line items.

Debtor and Creditor views

Finance Accelerator
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